Acoustic phonon strain induced mixing of the fine structure levels in colloidal CdSe quantum dots observed by a polarization grating technique
We propose and demonstrate colloidal quantum dot hybridized, radial p-n junction based, nanopillar solar cells with photovoltaic performance enhanced by intimately integrating nanocrystals to serve as light harvesting agents around the light trapping pillars. By furnishing Si based nanopillar photovoltaic diodes with CdSe quantum dots, we experimentally showed up to sixfold enhancement in UV responsivity and ϳ13% enhancement in overall solar conversion efficiency. The maximum responsivity enhancement achieved by incorporation of nanocrystals in the nanopillar architecture is found to be spectrally more than four times larger than the responsivity enhancement obtained using planar architecture of the same device. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. ͓doi:10.1063/1.3485294͔
The Sun's enormous potential as a solar conversion energy source has recently led to important research efforts in photovoltaics.
1 Although the photovoltaic market is currently being dominated by conventional, silicon based solar cells ͑also known as the first generation solar cells͒, 2 alternative device structures that can potentially enable efficient solar conversion at reduced costs are heavily being investigated. Today one dimensional nanostructures such as nanowires and nanorods are gradually coming into prominence in photovoltaics research. [3] [4] [5] [6] Si nanopillar solar cells are promising candidates as they can harness the advantages of onedimensional confined structures including enhanced photocurrent ͑owing to increased junction area with a large surface-to-volume ratio͒ and improved optical properties ͑in-cluding light trapping, and higher absorption and lower reflectance with respect to their thin film counterparts͒. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] However, the-state-of-art efficiencies of these nanostructured solar cells are typically lower than their planar versions due to the problems encountered in nanofabrication processes and difficulties related to their poor surface passivation. 4 Although such nanofabrication methods can be matured in the future, it is technically challenging to overcome the intrinsic limitations. Such one important limitation is that Si based solar cells suffer from poor responsivity at short wavelengths, particularly in UV and blue. 12 However, this unused spectral range of the solar irradiation constitutes ϳ10% of sun light. 13 To provide a solution to this low responsivity and light harvesting problem at short wavelengths, we propose and demonstrate utilization of colloidal quantum dots as a wavelength up-converting layer hybridized on radial p-n junction nanopillar solar cells made of Si to improve their UV performance and enhance their solar conversion efficiency.
There have been previous reports focusing on the use of luminescent wavelength up-converters thus far, including quantum dots to harvest light spectrally better to improve the performance of Si based photodetectors 14 and photovoltaic devices. [15] [16] [17] [18] However, to date, the class of new solar cell architectures based on nanopillars have not been investigated for the hybridization of quantum dots as optical wavelength up-converters to enhance solar conversion activity. With incorporation of such quantum dots, structural advantages of nanopillars including light trapping can also be benefited to obtain higher levels of enhancement compared to planar solar cell counterparts.
In this work, we investigate the integration of CdSe nanocrystals intimately on radial p-n junction based Si nanopillar solar cells, with these nanocrystals strongly absorbing incident UV and blue light and emitting at a long wavelength, which was chosen to match the higher spectral response of the silicon solar cell. Through hybridization of these colloidal quantum dots on Si nanopillar solar cells, we have demonstrated approximately 13% enhancement of overall solar conversion efficiency measured under AM1.5G ͑air mass 1.5 global͒ conditions. We have also shown spectral enhancement up to sixfolds in responsivity of the nanopillar photovoltaic devices measured under monochromatic UV light illumination. Comparing against the planar architecture of the same silicon solar cells with the same amount of hybridized quantum dots, we have shown that a maximum enhancement factor of more than four times can be achieved using the nanopillar architecture, because of its superior geometric and structural characteristics.
In our experiments, scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ images are taken by FEI Quanta 200 FEG, and transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ images, by FEI Tecnai G2 F30. Absorbance and emission spectra are recorded using Cary UV-Vis spectrophotometer and Cary 100 Fluorometer, respectively. A dynamic light scattering ͑DLS͒ system from Malvern Zeta Sizer is used for the quantum dot size characterization, and a Newport Series 150 W Solar Simulator is employed for photovoltaic performance characterizations. Here, for solar cell testing, the standard sunlight spectrum is simulated at an intensity level of 100 mW/ cm 2 incident on the Earth surface by using an AM1.5G filter ͑air mass 1.5 global filter͒ in the solar simulator to include both diffusive and direct sunlight radiation Subsequently, external quantum efficiency ͑EQE͒ and responsivity of these devices are investigated using a wide spectrum Xe light source, a monochromator, a chopper, an optical powermeter to observe the spectral enhancement effects of the up-converter nanocrystal layers. Figure 1͑a͒ shows a SEM image of Si nanopillar solar cell. The pillar diameter is around 670 nm with a pillar height over 1 m. These are radial p-n junction coaxial solar cells fabricated by diffusion process based on metal assisted chemical top-down etching method 19, 20 ͑see Ref. 24 for further description of the device processing͒. Figure 1͑b͒ shows the absorption and photoluminescence spectra of colloidal CdSe nanocrystals in solution, along with a TEM image. These quantum dots are synthesized in organic nonpolar solvent using hot-injection technique 21, 22 ͑see Ref. 24 for the details of quantum dot synthesis͒. The first exciton peak of CdSe nanocrystals corresponds to 568 nm with a peak emission wavelength of 579 nm. The photoluminescence quantum yield of nanocrystals is measured as 35% ͑using rhodamine 6G as a reference dye͒. The size of the core CdSe quantum dots is calculated to be 3.46 nm ͑Ref. 23͒ and experimentally observed to be 7.65 nm using DLS; here the diameter is observed to be larger possibly due to the ligands attached on the surface of the quantum dots.
To employ the quantum dots as optical wavelength upconverting layer, we have coated CdSe nanocrystals over solar cells both in nanopillar and planar architectures using drop-casting method. The hybridized amount of nanocrystals is identical for both architectures ͑which is empirically found to be 81.74 g / cm 2 in the optimal case͒. The currentvoltage ͑I-V͒ characteristics of solar cells are measured using solar simulator under AM1.5G conditions to study the evolution of solar cell parameters before and after nanocrystal integration. Figure 2 shows I-V curves of both planar and nanopillar architectures measured under AM1.5G conditions. Hybridization of CdSe nanocrystals on both of the solar cell structures increased the short circuit current ͑I sc ͒ as expected, as a result of the enhancement in responsivity of the respective hybrid devices. Open circuit voltage ͑V oc ͒ remained approximately the same before and after the nanocrystal incorporation. The solar conversion efficiency is increased by 13.37% and 12.42% in nanopillar solar cell and thin film planar solar cell architectures, respectively. This enhancement stems from the enhanced EQE of the hybrid devices. Compared to the planar solar cells, the enhancement achieved with nanopillar solar cells is larger since the nanopillar solar cell provides a suitable geometry for light trapping. In the nanopillar architecture light emitted by the nanocrystals is mostly trapped, which facilitates stronger absorption of these emitted photons in Si, whereas at least half of the emitted photons from nanocrystals cannot be harvested in the planar case. Table I summarizes the evolution of solar cell parameters for both nanopillar and planar architectures.
Furthermore, to gain more physical insight on the origin of the enhancement, we have used monochromatic light, and measured the EQE of the devices. When nanocrystals are hybridized on the solar cell platform, it is shown that higher energy photons corresponding to the ultraviolet and blue range of the solar spectrum are utilized more efficiently ͑see Fig. 3͒ . EQE spectra of nanopillar and planar solar cell architectures are also depicted before and after hybridization of nanocrystal layer in Fig. 3 ͑inset͒. Here we show that the nanocrystals provide up to sixfold EQE enhancement in the UV portion of solar light on the nanopillar solar cell platform ͑see Fig. 3͒ . The maximum EQE enhancement achieved using nanopillar architecture is found to be more than 4 times larger compared to the planar structure. This stems from the superior light trapping of the nanopillar structure revealed by the use of nanocrystals. Although CdSe nanocrystals have no emission at longer wavelengths, there is still an enhancement about 20% in EQE of both nanopillar and planar devices at these wavelengths. It is found that introduced nanocrystal thin film over silicon serves as a graded index layer, which also increases the coupling of light into solar cell even at long wavelengths where nanocrystals do not emit, as confirmed by reflectivity measurements. We observe that the reflection of Si nanopillar solar cells drops off with the integration of quantum dots in the range of 9%-14% ͑see Ref. 24͒.
Due to immature fabrication methods, EQE of nanopillar solar cells is lower than that of thin film devices ͑see Fig. 3͒ . As a result, a planar solar cell typically has higher solar conversion efficiency than a nanopillar solar cell. The problem of large surface states in nanopillar devices undesirably leads to higher recombination rates for photogenerated electron-hole pairs, which in turn results in lower EQE. When a wavelength up-converting nanocrystal layer is incorporated, although the resulting EQE enhancement in nanopillar structure is much larger than that in planar device because of better light trapping of nanopillars, this enhancement is not fully reflected in the overall solar conversion efficiency enhancement. This is due to fact that smaller enhancement in EQE of planar device contributes more additional photocurrent than the additional amount contributed in the case of nanopillar device, while the starting EQE is much larger in the planar device. Ideally, with nanopillar solar cells having similar EQE as the planar solar cells, much larger enhancements in solar conversion efficiency can be obtained in nanopillar architecture.
In summary, we studied and showed enhanced photovoltaic device performance by hybridizing CdSe nanocrystals on radial p-n junction based silicon nanopillar solar cells. In such hybrid architecture, these nanocrystals are utilized as efficient wavelength up-converters to harvest incident photons that are otherwise poorly utilized at short wavelengths and convert them to photons favorably used at long wavelengths by silicon solar cells. We demonstrated approximately 13% enhancement of solar conversion efficiency under AM1.5G condition and up to sixfold enhancement in responsivity in UV spectrum for the nanopillar solar cells. Additionally, we achieved a maximum responsivity enhancement of more than fourfolds in UV using the nanopillar solar cells compared to the planar cell case. This is enabled by the superior light trapping properties of nanopillar architecture. Radial junction nanopillar solar cells hold promise for possible future photovoltaic applications with their performance enhanced via the hybridization of optical wavelength upconverting nanocrystal quantum dots around the pillars. 
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